INBREEDING AND VARIANCE EFFECTIVE SIZES FOR NONRANDOM MATING POPULATIONS.
Following an inbreeding approach and assuming discrete generations and autosomal inheritance involving genes that do not affect viability or reproductive ability, I have derived expressions for the inbreeding effective size, NeI , for a finite diploid population with variable census sizes for three cases: monoecious populations with partial selfing; dioecious populations of equal numbers of males and females with partial sib mating; and unequal numbers of males and females with random mating. For the first two cases, recurrence equations for the inbreeding coefficient are also obtained, which allow inbreeding coefficients to be predicted exactly in both early and late generations. Following the variance of change in gene frequency approach, a general expression for variance effective size, NeV , is obtained for a population with unequal numbers of male and female individuals, arbitrary family size distribution, and nonrandom mating. All the parameters involved are allowed to change over generations. For some special cases, the equation reduces to the simple expressions approximately as derived by previous authors. Comparisons are made between equations derived by the present study and those obtained by previous authors. Some of the published equations for NeI and NeV are shown to be incomplete or incorrect. Stochastic simulations are run to check the results where disagreements with others are involved.